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Annual General Meeting — 8.10.2000 
AGENDA 

1. Welcome 

2. Apologies 

3. Minutes of the 19th  Annual General Meeting 

4. Presentation and Adoption of the 20th  Annual Report , 

5. Annual Balance Sheet and Statement of Accounts 

6. Appointment of Auditor 

7. Scout Association of Australia, Victorian Branch 

8. Guides Victoria 

9. Chairman's thanks and closure 
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Minutes of the 19th  Annual General Meeting held at V.G.S.S.C. on Sunday 3rd 

October 1999 

1. Attendance: (as per sign in register) 
Tony Case (Chairman), Brad Taylor, Joan Fox, Julie McCulloch, Sybil Moyle, Elizabeth Swinton, Bob 
Swinton, Jason Butcher, Irene Heath, Evelyn Rasti, Fay Seward, Anna Marie Seward, Sandy Dingwall, 
Jan McGowan, Peter Jones, Vaughan Edmanson, Russell Payne, John Gaylard, Colin Kinsey, Ian 
McCulloch, Pam McCulloch, Susan Seletto, Jessie Handoll, Cyril Handoll, Graham Lawrence, 
Meredith Harding, Libby Howlett, Nancie Flegg, Alison Dingwall, Joan Grove, Ken Grove, Isobel 
Lister, Joan Mitchell, Kath Hunter, Anne Nicholls, Dale Davies, Travis Miller, Simon McCowan, 
Thomas Clandenning, Shannon Edwards, Rhys Edwards, Michael Land, Paul Peeler, Alison Peeler, 
Cameron Campbell, Lachlan Shield, Jason Aghurst, Shirley Bean, Gary Waugh, Dawn Richards, Geoff 
Richards, Vicky Hartley, June Broadstock. 

Elizabeth Adnams, Assistant State Commissioner, Guides Victoria 

Alston Park, Deputy Chief Commissioner, Scouts Australia, Victorian Branch and Coral Park. 

Cr. Michael Harwood, Mayor, City of Bayside and Mrs. Harwood 

Jim Brighthope. Chairman, Bayside Foreshore Recreation Council 

Rev. Grant Morrow 

Opening: 
Chairman Tony Case opened the 19th  Annual General Meeting at 11.35am and extended a warm 
welcome to members of both Associations and special guests. 

2. Apologies: 
John Ravenhall (Chief Commissioner, Scouts Australia, Victorian Branch) and Mrs. Ravenhall, Jane 
Scarlett (State Commissioner, Guides Victoria), Murray Thompson M.L.A., Neil Weatherill, Helen 
Reid, Peter Geary, Gwen Gray, Dr. William Wells, Peter Sharpen, Jennifer Goddard, Neil Trembath, 
Brian Brew, Dion Ellis, Hon. Michael Baden Powell and Joan Baden Powell, Lola Johnston, Rod 
Grummitt, Mandy Fitzgerald, Jane Tuppen, Helen Heath, Mike Meyers, Marie Ronald, Kath Johson, 
Ros Smithers, John McCowan, Judi Tuppen. 

3. Minutes of the 18th  Annual General Meeting: 
Moved E.A.Swinton/S. Moyle that the Minutes of the 18th  Annual General meeting be confirmed. 
Carried. 

4. Presentation and Adoption of 19th  Annual Report: 
Chairman Tony Case requested that reports be taken as read. Moved P. Peeler/G. Lawrence that the 
19th Annual Report be adopted. Carried. 

5. Annual Balance Sheet and Statement of Accounts 
Jan McGowan, who resigned as Treasurer at end of June, 1999 thanked all who have worked with her 
over the last 14 years and said she would "catch up" with members on open days. 

Moved J. McGowan/J. McCulloch that the Annual Balance Sheet and Statement of Accounts be 
adopted. Carried. 



6 	Appointment of Auditor: 
Chairman Tony Case asked that this appointment be left is abeyance until a new Treasurer is appointed. 
Jan McGowan will act as Treasurer until this occurs. 

7. Special Guests: 
The meeting was addressed by the following: 

1. 	Elizabeth Adnams, Assistant State Commissioner, Guides Victoria 
♦ Centre offers opportunities for young people to try something they have never done before 
♦ On behalf of Guides Victoria, thanks to all who work at the Centre 

2. Alson Park, Deputy Chief Commissioner, Scouts Australia (Victorian Branch) 
♦ The money outlaid on safety was well worth spending 
♦ Thanks to people who work for the Centre and their continued support 

3 	Cr. Michael Harwood, Mayor, City of Bayside 
♦ Welcomed all visitors to Bayside 
♦ Thanks to all who volunteer their time to the Centre and for their support 
♦ "Long Term Strategic Plan" — future of the foreshore — no additional buildings are to be built —

when a new building is erected, one is to be remove. 
♦ Car parking- letter to Council requesting a pass for those working at the Centre 

4. Rev Grant Morrow, Scout Leader 
♦ spoke about his adventures with Disabled Scouts in Japan in July attending "AGOONAREE". 15 

countries participated. A very interesting and informative talk 
♦ Rev Morrow will be "Blessing the Fleet" after lunch today. 

8 Presentations: 

Elizabeth Adnams presented Thanks Certificates to Sybil Moyle and Brad Taylor, and a Thanks Badge 
to Brad Taylor. 

Certificate of Appreciation to Moorabbin East Trefoil Guide for their donation of the "Feature 
Garden". The Guild has donated $900 since 1991. 

9. Chairman's Thanks and Closure: 
Chairman Tony Case thanked all who make this Centre work — Naughty Nauticals, Ship Shop, both 
Guide and Scout Associations and the many volunteers who give of their time so as our youth can get 
involved in water activities. 

Meeting closed at 12.20pm. 



Chairperson's Report 

The past season has had its low points as well as high ones that have impacted on all 
areas of the operation. Peter Jones decided to resign his long association with the 
Centre and with Scouting, following a difference of opinion over a perceived safety 
issue. Peter's contribution to the running of the Centre over many years is being 
missed. Thank you Peter and Lorna for your long service. A tribute to Peter and 
Lorna, written by Richard Pennington, first presented at a well attended Thank You 
dinner, is included in this annual report. 

Jan McGowan has relinquished her role as Treasurer. When you know how many 
"scouting hats" she was wearing, you had to wonder how she found the time. Thanks 
Jan for your long support of the Centre. Our new Treasurer in Ian Humphrey who 
brings the expertise of a long Banking and Finance career to continue this important 
role combined with experience on committees of a number of voluntary clubs and 
organizations. 

Joan Fox is stepping down as Secretary after a long stint with the shorthand, but will 
continue to provide valuable service as an OOD and Radio Operator during the 
coming seasons. 

A new Rescue craft has been purchased to replace Statewide, which has served the 
Centre well over the last 18 or so years. The new craft will be launched today and 
carries on the Statewide name as Statewide II. This choice of name is intended to 
avoid the need for crews and radio operators needing to learn a new name and also 
reflects the role of the Centre in providing water activities on a statewide basis. 

The 1999-2000 season has unfortunately followed the trend reported last season with 
reduced bookings and unsuitable weather for Open Day and numbers still dropping. 
The Committee is looking at ways to boost participant numbers. Our extended Open 
Day season, with bookings available from October to May, has not attracted the 
increased numbers anticipated, but this extended season trial will be continued for the 
coming season. 

A number of Basic Sailing Skills Courses were held together with a Powerboat 
Certificate Course and participants were trained in a variety of weather conditions. 
These courses continue to support the Centre's accreditation as an Australian 
Yachting Federation Registered Teaching Establishment. A number of twilight 
paddles were held during daylight saving Friday evenings. The Centre hosted 
Secondary Schools Student participating in the Future Leaders Program. We had two 
students from Highvale Secondary College completing our Basic Sailing Skills course 
as part of their Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme. 

The annual Staff Day in February was reasonably well attended given the 
questionable weather. Our "Naughty Nauticals" social group, had a quiet year with 
some social relaxation after busy Open Days. 

The Centre was involved at the Sandown Scout Expo where Julie McCulloch was 
ably assisted by Stephanie despite the rain and cold weather. 



Thank you to Sybil Moyle and her husband Frank who maintain the Centre's grounds, 
mowing and pruning and do the shopping for the everyday items such as tea, coffee 
and light bulbs. Thank you to Jan McGowan and her husband John for carting away 
tree prunings. 

Thank you very much to the dedicated team of Trefoil ladies who run the Ship Shop 
with Isobel Lister arranging of the stock and doing a stint serving at times. 

Thank you to Bob Swinton for your efforts on behalf of the Centre on the Bayside 
Foreshore Recreational Council. Thank you also to the Chairman of that Council, Jim 
Bridehope, who has supported the Centre's cause with the Central Coastal Board 
study of our area, to provide, a more representative view of the needs of all parties. 

Boat and Building Maintenance has been undertaken mainly by Travis Miller, Bob 
Swinton, Julie McCulloch, Brad Taylor, Paul Peeler, Ralph Arndt and myself. Ralph 
has also donated a drill stand which will be pressed into service. A range of "jobs" 
has been undertaken from IRB floor and deck replacement to planing doors so they 
"fit" the door frames and can be locked as required, to varnishing stairs and garden 
seats. Thank you to all those who attended Special Working Bees. 

Servicing of our Outboard Motors has again been undertaken by the Light Engine 
Section of Kangan - Batman TAFE in Richmond. The servicing is carried out by 
apprentices under the watchful eyes of Mike Walls and his instructor team at no 
charge to the Centre, except for spare parts. 

To all members of the Committee with their various duties, Officers of the Day, Radio 
Operators, Coxswains of Sailing, Rescue Boat Operators and Crews, Boat and 
Building Maintenance teams, thank you one and all, on behalf of the members of both 
associations. 

Tony Case 



Bookings 

The number of participants for the past year averaged out much the same as the 
previous year. Our 1999-2000 calendar offered 35 Open Days, and again we operated 
on 23 of these days, one reason being, because of smaller unit numbers it is sensible 
to have 3 and 4 groups booking in on the same day. We were prepared as a trial to 
remain open for the month of May, but no real interest was shown. 

However to compensate for fewer day bookings, evening canoeing was very popular 
with 14 nights booked, sometimes 2 and 3 units combining to enjoy the water 
activities, followed by a sausage sizzle. One of our biggest challenges was a the end 
of March when 128 Guides and leaders from Acheron region arrived late by coaches 
at 6.45pm, having arranged to depart at 8pm, and in that time those who wanted to 
participated in on water activities, had enough time to enjoy their sausage sizzle an 
left the centre very happy. 

My thanks to the staff who make themselves available for mid-week evening 
bookings, and to the "Naughty Nauticals" for arranging the sausage sizzles. Thanks 
also to Dale for travelling from Frankston to assess 3 units for their canoe badge. 
Maybe this opportunity can be offered at other times? 

Our Centre has hosted several events outside of Guiding/Scouting this season, one 
being a group of Kosavo children and adults during October, prior to them leaving for 
their homeland. A Cub pack on Sunday 14th  November had the opportunity to sail 
close to the Sandringham Yacht Club to be part of a welcome home function for Jesse 
Martin, and to get quite close to his craft, Lionheart. 

We were extremely pleased to have 5th  Brighton Guides, plus the older age group, 
Brighton Beach Bums, offer during November to do community service by cleaning 
up the beach around the Centre, and beyond. They worked really well, and a 
certificate of thanks was sent off to them. 

Two Fridays were booked late November/early December for Future Leaders to enjoy 
a day sailing as part of their Youth Development Programme, and the Bayside Cub 
Scout Leaders requested use of our facilities to hold a District meeting, and a 50th  
Birthday party was held late December. 

January was quite busy with a variety of bookings, a group from Camp Challenge 
enjoyed a One Day Introduction to Sailing which was for 14-18 year olds. These 
young people participated in all activities and their leaders arranged a BBQ which 
included staff, by way of showing thanks. Another group from a Church of Christ 
Holiday programme came for a day of fun. And Holiday magic for primary age 
children arranged a day for 50 youngsters. A raft day for Guides 18-30 years was 
held, and a 40 Birthday day party was arranged by a Scouter who hoped to enthuse 
some invitees to consider becoming a volunteer to the Centre. 

During February we happily welcomed a group from the Mirabel Foundation which 
has been established to help the particular needs of children affected by parental illicit 
drug use. The children who came, some orphaned as a result of fatal overdoses were 



with carers/aunts, uncles/grandparents had some very sad stories to share, but because 

of the group who arranged the day and our staff headed by Helen Reid as 0.0.D, they 

experienced a normal day of stability which I would hope they can remember during 

the tough times. 

I trust the coming season will bring challenges with enough volunteers to meet the 

need of all participants. Discussion has been held about hours being more flexible to 

cope with leaders needs. 

My thanks to all committee members for on-going co-operation and best of wishes to 

Julie and Brad, two committee members, on their engagement. Their dedication to the 

Centre is certainly appreciated, in particular the support given to me for those extra 

mid week requests for bookings. 

Isobel Lister 



Trefoil Ship Shop 

The past year has seen some disappointing days with sales right down. When our 
youth members come to see what is available to purchase many say they had been 
told by leaders money was not required. This is frustrating to the children who would 
enjoy taking home a souvenir to share with other family members. The Trefoil ladies 
who staff the shop suggest that a 50-cent shop sale with help, can be a big adventure 
for a small member. 

The paperwork sent to the leader when a booking is made highlights the fact that all 
profits made goes back into equipment to make the Centre both safe and enjoyable. 

We do try to make changes with shop stock, but it is becoming more difficult to 
purchase items both to catch the eye and at a reasonable price. 

The amount of $1168.45 was banked during the season, where as a year or so back we 
were doubling that amount. 

As in the past I do thank the ladies, plus a few husbands whom roster on so willingly. 
I appreciate that these same people have already declared themselves available for the 
coming season. 

Isobel Lister 
Shop Co-ordinator. 



Property and Maintenance Report for Season 1999-2000 

Two working bees have been held over winter in an endeavour to tidy up and prepare 
the centre for the next ten years. Unfortunately due to poor attendance not all work 
was completed. 

Quotes have been sought for fixing and or replacing the gutters on both buildings. 
This is now in the hands of the chairperson and treasurer. 

I would like to thank the following people for their support in helping to keep our 
property and buildings looking good; 

Brad Taylor 
Travis Miller 
Vaughan Edmondson 
Jane 
Stephanie Tymms 
Colin Kinsey 

A special thanks goes to Sybil and Frank Moyle for their ongoing support in mowing 
the lawns and keeping the bushes trimmed. 

Julie McCulloch 
Naughty Nauticals 

First Aid Report 

Once again we had a successful season with no major incidents reported. 

The first aid room is an expensive room to keep stocked, so if you have any contacts 
that may be able to sponsor us or provide at cost we would love to hear from you. 

Julie McCulloch 

Naughty Nauticals 

The Naughty Nauticals have continued to hold social drinks after sailing. 

The sale of soft drinks on Open Days has proved to be a success with regular income 
coming from these drinks. 

A dinner was held to honour Peter and Lorna Jones for their many years of service to 
the centre. 

A Sail the Bay and dinner has been planned for early in the season as a fundraiser. 



Training Activities - Year Ending 30th June 2000 

In this our sixth season as an Accredited Australian Yachting Federation Teaching 
Centre, it is appropriate to review our progress in relation to an initiative of the Training 
Sub-Committee to review and further promote all safety related aspects of sailing and 
power-boating training. In accord with the Associations' Duty of Care policies, the 
Training Team has reviewed its activities at two levels. Firstly, the implementation of 
our training programs have been examined in respect of our peers' definition of 
negligence, viz. Negligence is the doing or omission to do any act whereby a reasonable 
person could foresee that the act or omission will cause injury to another party. 
Secondly, whilst presenting sailing as a competitive sport we have endeavoured to offer 
and reinforce those traditional aspects of seamanship related to safety. 
Major achievements relating to training activities during the year are presented below. 
Sailing, Power Boat and Rescue Boat Handling Courses. The three four-day 
 	sailing courses and 

power-boat course 
were attended by a 

300 total of 48 

	

250 	 candidates. This 

	

0 200 	 resulted in a total of 

	

150 	 188 candidate days, 

	

100 	 some 13% less than 

	

50 	 the average of the 

	

0 	 previous five years. 
Regrettably, the 
cancellation of the 

 	March sailing course 
was largely responsible for these lower statistics. The situation is due not to a 
lowering in demand for training but rather reflects a commitment undertaken by 
training team members to serve in the Open Day program which is increasingly under 
pressure to provide coxswains at peak demand times of the year. 
Australian Yachting Federation Accreditation and Course Development. This year 
was our first as an AYF Approved Examination Centre for Power Boat Operation. A 
considerable effort was applied to the development of training aids and material to 
support the requirements of the course syllabus. It is pleasing to note that the initial 
group of trainees have all indicated their willingness to serve as patrol/rescue boat 
operators in the forthcoming season. 

■ 
90/91 91/92 92/93193/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 

A number of the Training Team members undertook further training and completed 
tasks for the award of AYF Instructor and Sailing Master Certificates. 

Review of Training Procedures and Course Content. During the year the AYF 
introduced a new sailing skills training program which combines the previous general 
sailing skills and racing skills courses. Although the changes to overall content are only 
minor it will involve the team in restructuring the courses to meet the requirements of the 
Associations' Award Schemes. 

Finally, I would like to thank all the members of the Training Team and helpers who 
gave so unstintingly of their expertise and time. 
Paul Peeler, Training Sub-Committee Chairman and AYF Training Principal 

Sail and Powerboat Training 
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Radio Equipment Report for Season 1999-2000 

In the past season, two new Gx292 handheld marine HF radios were purchased. 
Three new sets (x9 AA size) of rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium batteries were 
purchased to replace tired and worn batteries. 

We retired from service a few old 'not so portable' radios that were essentially no 
longer serviceable, and a couple of portable radios that had suffered water ingress 
damage and were not repairable. 

The base station radio was surveyed to be serviceable, with a view to possibly replace 
the aerial in the next few seasons as it is showing signs of wear. 

For the most part, our radio operators have done a good job on the air, with procedure 
being followed properly. We could however, try to canvass a bit of interest to find 
more people who may wish to do this thankless job, and give a bit of training to a few 
more people. 

Most of the problems experienced this last season seems to have been operators not 
being familiar with the 'Squelch' or 'Gain' adjustments on both the portables and 
base radio, or a problem of batteries not being 'Charged' correctly. 

I believe if we can educate our operators , combined with a better procedure to ensure 
batteries are discharged correctly prior to recharging we may achieve better use of our 
radios with less likelihood of damaging batteries, and /or equipment. 

Also a little more care with our portables , as they are not 'Water proof even while 
encased within the splash bags, will see them last many more seasons to come. 

Well done and thankyou to all those who have been involved with radio operations in 
the past season. 

Brad Taylor 



THE SILTING SAGA, AND MORE. 

The Annual Report for 1999 mentioned that a consultant engaged by the Bayside City 
Council to draft a Sandringham Harbour Master Plan had recommended that all 
buildings along the foreshore should be concentrated in a 'node' alongside the 
Hampton Jetty, and the Council instituted a "plan for long-term resiting of the 
Sandringham Anglers Club and the Guides and Scouts Sailing Centre". The intention 
would be to allow the foreshore to revert to 'native bush'. 

Through the auspices of the Bayside Foreshore Recreational Council, and with the 
active assistance of their Chairman, Mr. Jim Brighthope, numerous meetings and 
deputations to Council were organised to seek rescission of this recommendation. (A 
Quantity Surveyor, Mr. Clive James, estimated the cost of such a move to be well 
over a million dollars, but the real issue is access to a protected beach and sheltered 
water). These submissions were ignored by Council. 

However, the Central Coastal Board, a Victorian Government authority which 
controls policy over both Port Phillip and Westemport, commissioned an independent 
planning consultant, who took submissions from all stakeholders. The draft report is a 
discussion paper which should be available to the public for comment. We have been 
informed that their recommendations do not include resiting, but at the date of 
preparation of this report no other details are available, except that there was no 
`significant impediment to dredging'. 

In the meantime, Sandringham Harbour continues to disappear, to be replaced by a 
potential cricket pitch as the sandbank grows and grows every year. Dredging an 
access channel to the public jetty is the responsibility of Parks Victoria, but the far 
greater expense for removing the sandbank to reinstate the protected water in the 
harbour generally will have to await a Ministerial decision. 



Peter and Lorna Jones 

In life there are certain things that one takes for granted. The sun rising in the 
morning, birds flying in the air, fish in the sea, a large truck rumbling up the street 
every week collecting the garbage, news on television at 6pm and Peter Jones at the 
Sailing Centre 

I guess that I never expected that this day would come and I certainly never expected 
to be up here trying to say thank you to him. It's a bit like saying to Elvis, thank you 
for your help in the music industry. 

I thought it would be interesting to look at how Peter got to this point. He became 
involved in sailing with a Sail Ski at Parkdale Yacht Club around 1960, then moved 
on to a Sail Fish. Predictably Peter then built a Sail Fish, and finished with the family 
sailing 3 Sail Fishes. 

He joined Scouts as a Group leader in 1971, when his son Philip became a cub. He 
introduced Water Activities to the Group, first by rowing a raft and later by 
purchasing a Mirror Dinghy, to sail with the Sail Fish. 

On the 19th  of October, 1980, he attended the first Open Day of the Sailing Centre and 
watched from the beach. The next weekend he sailed Nautilus, on an Open Day and 
continued for the rest of the season. 

Later in the first season he started to help with repairs to the boats, and was asked by 
Bob Swinton to accept the Boat Maintenance Portfolio on the Management 
Committee. Peter accepted this portfolio sealing his future at the Centre. 

He became the Senior Coxswain responsible to the Officer of the Day for the on water 
activities on open Days. 

He says that he continued to sail regularly on Open Days, which is nonsense, he sailed 
every open day from then on, until now. He assisted with and became responsible for 
Sail Training until he handed this on to another member of the committee recently. 

In February 1987, he was awarded the Medal of merit for specially good service. In 
February 1997, he was awarded the Silver Acorn of specially distinguished service. In 
1996 he received a 25 year long service award. 

No awards can thank Peter for his tireless work for the centre. The endless weekends, 
weekdays and all the other time spent down there. I would call it the sacrifice he has 
made for the Centre. 

At this point it is important to say that a hull is no good without the rigging or vice 
vercer and Peter's wife Lorna has been a backbone support for Peter and consequently 
the Centre for all these years. We cannot thank Peter or say how much he did without 
saying thankyou also to Lorna, recognising that everything said about Peter very 
much reflects how we feel about Lorna as well. 



I believe that Peter has been a mainstay since the conception of the Guide and Scout 
Centre. He has given stability and continuity over the many years. He has seen the 
good and bed, has sailed the good and the bad, and has repaired the good and the bad. 

I personally.can't imagine the Centre without Peter and I know I speak for everyone 
in saying to Peter and Lorna you will be sorely missed. A large hole has been created 
which will be incredibly difficult or impossible to fibreglass up. 

Peter, Lorna on behalf of the Naught Nauticals, the Committee of Management both 
past and present, the BP Guild and every participant from every open day, every 
training day and every day the boating occurred at the Centre we salute you and thank 
you most sincerely. 

VALE: KEITH TAYLOR. 

On a rainy afternoon in July a number of present and past members of the Committee 
attended the funeral of Keith Taylor, who in the 1980s was Branch Commissioner for 
Water Activities and served on the VGSSC Committee as our first Treasurer for many 
years. Keith was well-known for his constant cheerfulness and readiness to help in 
any way possible. After his first heart attack, he and Kath retired to the country, to 
Violet Town. His helpfulness was noted in the eulogy, for we were told that he 
volunteered to be honorary treasurer of about six local committees. He will be missed 
by many people. 
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